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Leading the Way in 
Access & Fire Evacuation for All



“We have worked with KTP for many years now and have 
found the quality of their products and continued support 
to be second to none. After 13 years we have recently 
upgraded our wireless pull cord bedroom alarm systems 
with KTP, which they originally supplied to assist with our 
accessibility requirements. We chose to work with KTP 
again as we have been more than happy with the quality 
of this product and its life span. It has given us excellent 
value for money and the peace of mind required for our 
guests.”

Thomas Turner - Chief of Engineering
Holiday Inn London - Kensington Forum

“Over the last 14 years KTP have supplied and installed an extensive 
range of Access Equipment for Cadbury World.  We chose their Market 
Leading Mains Microloop System to assist our hearing impaired visitors 
to enable them to enjoy the Cadbury World Experience to the full.  We 
have always found the quality of KTP’s products and services to be 
of the highest standard and we would be happy to recommend their 
services.”

Tim Gimbert - Cadbury World Operations Manager
Cadbury World



Since 2003, KTP has been consulting on, designing, manufacturing 
and supplying Access & Fire Safety Systems specifically designed 
to assist organisations in becoming accessible for all, by providing 
solutions to ensure the protection and inclusion of disabled and 
vulnerable people.  We have a long and excellent track record working 
with Hotel Groups, Retailers, Banks and Blue Chip companies and a 
wide variety of public institutions including Universities, Schools, 
Colleges and Councils, priding ourselves on our exceptional customer 
service.

We recognise that Fire Safety and Access challenges vary greatly across 
businesses and locations.  At KTP we provide tailor made solutions 
to suit each individual businesses specific requirements, ensuring full 
Accessibility, Fire Protection and Life Safety for all of our valued clients.  
Whatever the application, whatever the demands, KTP will ensure 
your needs are met with the most technologically advanced systems 
available and the most competitive, affordable and proactive level of 
service.

About Us



KTP Microloop is our market leading Induction Loop System and is 
perfect for use at any reception area or payment point.  It has been 
specifically designed to be easy to self-install and has very low power 
consumption.

It is currently being used in many businesses including Retail Outlets, 
Hotels, Leisure Facilities, Theme Parks, Council Buildings and Financial 
Institutions.

Our Microloop assists organisations with their responsibility to comply 
with the Dubai Universal Design Code.

Induction Loops



Hearing aid wearers face a real challenge understanding 
the speaker clearly amongst surrounding background 
noises. This is because hearing aids are unable to focus 
on a specific sound due to the way they pick up and 
amplify all of the other sounds present in the room.

The KTP Multipack System addresses the needs of 
multiple hearing aid wearers in a classroom, conference 
hall or meeting room setting, providing them with front 
row sound levels and real clarity from the speaker, 
irrespective of where they are seated. 

The KTP Passenger Vehicle Induction 
Loop (PVIL) is a specially designed low 
power induction loop system to aid the 
hard of hearing. Independent research 
has shown that the use of induction 
loop systems makes conversations with 
hearing aid wearers easier and more 
relaxed. 

As around 1 in 7 of your passengers or 
staff will have some form of hearing 
disability, it is now a requirement for all 
Buses, Coaches and Taxis to provide this 
facility under the Dubai Universal 
Design Code.

PORTABLE ASSISTIVE HEARING SYSTEM

PASSENGER HEARING 
INDUCTION LOOPS (PVIL)



Fire SMS

NIGHT TIME USE
Fire SMS comes with a night time base 
unit which flashes in the event of a 
fire and a vibrating pillow pad which is 
connected to the base unit. When the Fire 
Alarm goes off a text is automatically sent 
to the mobile phone resting in the base 
unit, which in turn activates and flashes 
the base unit and vibrating pillow pad to 
alert the user the fire alarm is sounding 
and they should exit the building.  This 
is especially useful in Hotels, Student 
Accommodation and anywhere where 
there is sleeping risk.

Fire SMS is a fire safety product that alerts deaf or 
hard of hearing people and key fire safety personnel, 
that the fire alarm has been activated in a public place, 
such as a college, university, supermarket, shopping 
centre, hotel or library, enabling safe exit from the 
building. 

It helps service providers and employers comply with the 
Dubai Universal Design Code. This also allows deaf and 
hard of hearing people freedom to move around buildings 
without the worry of missing an emergency.



Unlike other wireless refuge systems available, our 
KT5000 system has full duplex speech capability and 
uses GSM technology, overcoming any range and 
licensing issues encountered using private mobile 
radio.  

Our System assists service providers with their 
obligations under the Dubai Universal Design Code to 
provide a safe means of refuge for disabled persons in 
the event of a fire or emergency as the refuge area must 
have a dedicated communication system.

Wireless Refuge 
Communication System

The KTP Long-Range Wireless Pull Cord Alarm system 
has been specifically designed to ensure that in an 
emergency situation when the pull cord is activated the 
alarm will be responded to promptly. This is due to the 
fact that unlike smaller localised alarms, which have 
historically been fitted, the alarm is sent back to a main 
central point, i.e. reception area or manned security 
desk.

Purpose built, or existing accessible bedrooms and 
toilets are fitted with distress alarm pull cord switches.  
Should a pull cord switch be activated, a radio signal 
will be sent to the receiver positioned in reception, or 
other designated areas.

Wireless Pull Cord Alarm System for 
Accessible Bedrooms & Toilets
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